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The frac tional d eviation of nose whis tle r group delay from the ze ro-tempe rature model has been 
calc ulated assuming a Maxwellian magne tosphere and a gyrofre que ncy electron de nsity di s tribution; 
i. e., the electron d e ns it y varies as the inverse c ube with di s tance from the earth 's cente r. Th e the rma l 
correc tion to the ze ro-te mpe rature group refract ive index has been in se r\ed into the nose- whi stle r 
g roup d e lay int egra l to de te rmine th e modifi ed group de lay. S ignifi ca nt dev ia tions from the ze ro
te mpera ture group de lay for frequ e nc ies a bove the nflse freque ncy have bee n ca lcul a ted . S ince dev i
a tions from th ,.. ze ro -te mpe rature di s pe rs ion o f a few pe rce nt a re readi ly di sce rnibl e_ noSe whi s tl er 
data s lwuld pro vide a t leas t an es tim a te of the uppe r bound on mag ne tos piJ e rl' te mpe ra ture. T we nt y
three whi s tl e rs have bee n a nal yzed a nd all uppe r bound on magne tos plwrc te mpe rat li n' of 2(1 0.1) OK has 
bet'n de te rmined. 

'> 1. Introduction 

Whistlers are naturally occurring electromagnetic 
signals in the audio frequ ency range that res ult from 
the di spersion of lightning e nergy whic h has traveled 
through the outer ionosphere along the lines of force 
of the earth' s magneti c fi eld . The term nose whistler 
designates a particular class of whistlers that exhibits 
simultaneous ri sing and falling tones starting at a 

. • - give n frf'qu e ncy ca ll ed th e nose F equency. The 
d'ispersion of the energy from the lightning source 
results from the action of free elec trons in the presence 
of a circularly polarized electromagnetic wave (whose 
sense of rotation is the same as that of the free elec
trons in the ambient magnetic field). 

I This study was sponsored by the S tanford Research Institut e. Some ~ss i s t a n ce was 
provid"d bv the Air FnnT Ofh l't" of S(: ieillifi( ' Hf' :war(' h (111 Cr.WI AF- AFOSH- 78:\- ()S with 
S tanford U"ni vt' r:o;it y. 

A multi path whistl er is a group of whi stler traces 
originatin g from a single a tmospheri c that traverse 
differe nt magnetos phere paths. A typical frequency
time characteri s ti c of a multi path whistler is illus trated 
by the spec trogram of fi gure 1. Th e spec trogram 
shows the whis tler amplitude, meas ured by th e dis
play intensity, as a function of time (abscissa) and 
frequency (ordinate) . The vertical lines in the spec
trogram indi cate impuls ive atmospherics. The 
horizontal lines indicate cons tant-frequency signals, 
usually power-line harmonics. The three stronges t 
whi stl e r traces of fi gure 1 a re id e ntified at th e bottom 
of the s pec trogram by th e le tte rs A, B, and C. 

Each of the three marked traces is in reality a group 
of several whis tler-co mpone nts, a fac t mos t easily see n 
in Trace B. The nose frequency of the leadin g 
whis tler of each of the three traces is indicated by the 
freque ncy indicated to the left of the s pec trogram. 
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F IGURE 1. Typical nose whistler spectrogram. 
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The whistler traces are derived from a single atmos
pheric source some 1.78 sec prior to the arrival of the 
nose of Trace A_ This source is not shown in the fig
ure, but its c haracter is very much like that of many of 
the vertical lines seen in figure 1. 

The nose whistler upper cutoff frequency is rarely 
as much as 60 percent greater than the nose frequency. 
The upper cutoff frequency of nose whistle rs is most 
often extre mely sharp (Trace A and Trace C). The 
damping at cutoff is of the order of 20 dB for frequency 
changes about the cutoff frequency of less than 2 
percent. In many instances VLF emissions are trig
gered at the upper end of nose whistlers (Trace B) ; 
in a few cases, the upper cutoff is defined by a more 
gradual rate of change of attenuation of whistler 
energy with frequency. 

Recently, Scarf [1962] and Liemohn and Scarf 
[1962a, b] have examined the thermal attenuation of 
whistlers at the upper cutoff frequency in an effort to 
estimate the magnetosphere temperature. Assuming 
isotropic Maxwellian and Cauchy distributions of 
electron velocity, magnetosphere temperatures of 
105 OK (Maxwellian) and 4 X 104 oK (Cauchy) were 
estimated. In a later work, Liemohn and Scarf 
[1964] note that the mean thermal energy (tempera
ture) is probably lower than they had previously antici
pated. In the succeeding sections of thi s paper, the 
dispersion characteristics of nose whistlers will be 
used to set an upper bound on the magnetosphere 
temperature. 

There has been a considerable divergence in mag
netosphere temperature estimates . The earliest 
es timates, based upon the rate of escape of helium 
[Spitzer, 1948] placed the magnetosphere temperature 
between 1000 and 2000 oK. Similar te mperatures for 
the lower magne tosphere have been proposed based 
upon satellite drag calculations [Harris and J as trow , 
1959], incoherent backscatter experiments [VanZandt 
and Bowles, 1960], and solar Lyman-a line-width mea
surements [Bates and Patterson, 1961]. In contrast, 
Chapman [1957] estimates the temperature of the 
outer magnetosphere at 2 X 105 OK. Chapman's 
es timate is predicated on an estended corona model 
derived from considering the heat outflow from 
the sun. Chapman further suggests a temperature 
gradient of 1 OK per km extending from the earth's 
surface to 5 earth radii . 

2. Theoretical Analysis 

The existence of nose whistlers h.ts been explained 
by cold plasma theory; however, the zero-temperature 
analysis can be modified to include finite particle 
temperatures. The refractive index np [Ginzburg, 
1961] of the "whistler" mode in a " te mperate" plas ma 
is given by 

(1) 

If the final bracket on the right-hand side of (1) is 
approximated by unity, the group refractive index, 
ny, becomes 

and where 

f= wave frequency, 

fp= plasma frequency , 

fN = electron gyrofrequency, 

[2krll /2 
a = ~ J = root mean square electron speed, 

T= Electron temperature, 

k = Boltzmann's constant, 

m= electron mass, 

c = speed of light. 

The whistler time delay, t, can be determined at 
each frequency by an integration of the group refrac
tive index over the whistler path: 

t=f ngds, 
s c 

(3) 

where ds is the elemental path length and the propa
gation is along the magnetic field. The whistler 
dispersion, D , is defined by: 

D = t.f /2= Do + D1 , (4) 

where 

Here Do defines the cold plasma dispersion, and 
DI the finite temperature perturbation to the zero
temperature analysis. 
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The integrals may be evaluated subject to some 
'lSsumptions on the magnetospheric whistler environ
nent and some changes of variable. Assume that: 
1) the earth is immersed in a dipole magnetic field; 
2) th e magnetosphere has isothermal Maxwellian par

dcle di stribution; and (3) the magnetosphere electron 
density is proportional to the electron gyrofrequency, 
so that Ip 0: IHl /2 _ The final assumption is con
sistent with the observations of Smith [1961] based 
upon whistler dispersion measurements below the 
nose frequency. 

Express the path length, S, in terms of the variable 
x, where x is the sine of the magnetic latitude, O. 

I If x is subsequently expressed in terms of the quantity 
y, where y is defin ed by 

then the dispersion of a whis tler propagating along a 
, magnetic fi eld line can be expressed by 

ro f YO .iJ)h(y)dy 
Do = clU~ cos 5 00 0 (1 - m + my2)3/2' (5) 

and 

(6) 

where 

3rof(a/c)2 fYOflfl( y) (1- y2)3dy 
,4cff-f(; COS 23 00 0 (1- m + my2)9/2 ' 

D'; =- rrf2(a/c)2 J Yo fllt(y) (1- y2)4dy 
cflfg COS 29 00 0 (1 - m+ my2)9/2 ' 

2 (1 + 3X2)5/3y 
hey) = 9 [1 + (5/3)x 2] [1 - y2]1 /6X 

Here ro is the radius of the earth, 00 is the latitude of 
the termination of the field line along the earth's 
surface,INo is the gyrofrequency at the equator on the 
earth's surface, and m is the wave frequency,j~ normal
ized to the minimum gyrofrequency along the path, 
INI' 

The symbols y and hey) are plotted in figure 2. 
For most latitudes of interest, yo is very close to unity 
(for 00 > 55°, y> 0.99); consequently we shall assume 
Yo= 1. The function hey), too, is well behaved despite 
the singularity at y= 1. To evaluate the integrals of 
(5) and (6), we shall 'remove the factor hey) from the 
integrals. The error introduced by these assumptions 
shall be considered below. 

The magnetosphere electron density is now assumed 
proportional to the electron gyrofrequency, so that 

where C is the constant of proportionality between 
density and gyrofrequency and is approximately 2(104) 

when the electron density is 250 cm- 3 at 4 earth radii . 
The integrals of (5) and (6) can now be represented 

[T. F. Bell, private communication; Guthart, 1964] 
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FIGURE 2. Quantities y and h(y) as a function of m.agnetic la ti
tude, O. 

in terms of elliptic functions as shown below: 

I - (' dy 
0 - Jo(1-r)1/2(1-m+mr)3/2 

E(m) 
(1- m)' 

, _ {' dy(1-r)3/2 4 d2 
II - Jo (1- m+ mr )9/2 = 105 dm2 

and 

[-K(m) 2(2-m) ] 
(1- m) + (1- m)2 E(m) , 

f' d (1 - 2)5/2 1"- y Y 
1- 9/2 

o (1-m+my2) 

JL. d 3 E(m) 
105 dm3 1 - m' 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second 
kind and K is the elliptic quarter period [Milne
Thompson, 1950]. 

The normalized first-order disperson, (Dt! Do), is 
expressible in terms of these elliptic functions and is 
given by 

Dl 3(a/c)2(81C)F(m) 

Do 4/Hl 
(10) 
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where 

m(1 ~ m) [I;(m) + (~) mI';(m)] 

E(m) 
F(m) 

Here F (m) is de fined by the solutions of the elliptic 
integrals which have been evaluated using the well
known differential relations between the functions; 
F(m) is shown in figure 3 for 0_25 ~ m ~ 0_75. From 
the figure it is seen that F (m) is a rapidly varying func
tion of normalized frequency, m. 

100~--------------~----------------~ 
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FIGURE 3. Elliptical integral weighting factor , F(m), as a function 
of normalized frequency. 

Equation (10) can now be used to measure the mag
netosphere temperature. Nose whistler data can be 
analyzed to determine whether there is a measurable 
increase in dispersion above the zero-temperature 
predictions. If there is a measurable increase in 
dispersion, then (10) measures the temperature 
directly. If no measurable increase is observed, (10) 
sets an upper bound on the temperature of the mag
netosphere, depending upon the accuracy to which 
the dispersion can be measured. 

The integrals of (7) through (9) have been evaluated, 
without approximations for yo and h(y), when m = 0_55 
and m= 0.65. The resulting solutIOns have been 
expressed in the form (DIlDo) and compared to the I 

approximate solution of (10). The exact integral solu
tion is then seen to yield a value of F(m) that is 80 I 

percent of the value determined from the elliptic 
function approximation. 

A further examination of the integrands of the first
order dispersion integrals leads to the conclusion that I 

at least 80 percent (m ~ 0.55) of the increased disper
sion introduced by temperature occurs within 10 deg 
(y= 0.352) of the geomagnetic equator. This justifies 
the statement that an isothermal magnetosphere is 
unnecessary and (10) measures the electron tempera
ture at the radial extremum of the magnetic field line. 

3. Dispersion Analysis of Nose Whistler 
Data 

Wh~n more than one nose whistler appears in a 
multipath whistler, the nose frequency of the succeed
ing nose whistlers almost always decreases in time, 
which is consistent with the observation that whistlers I 
with lower nose frequencies traverse higher frequency : 
field lines, and hence undergo more delay. The fact I 

that nose whistlers sometimes appear out of suc
cession in a whistler group has led to the deduction 
by Carpenter [1963] of a knee in the magnetospheric I 

ionization density profile_ 
The nose whistlers used in this analysis were ac

cumulated by Stanford University at Eights Station 
(EI), Antarctica, Byrd Station (BY), Antarctica, and 
Suffield Experimental Station (SES), Alberta. The 
techniques for recording and spectrographic data 
display are described in a Stanford Radioscience 
Laboratory report [Carpenter, 1960]. A discussion of I 

the detailed procedure for the evaluation of the spectro
graphic data leading to magnetosphere temperature 
estimates is found in Guthart [1964]. Briefly, the pro
cedure for data analysis is to scale the nose whistler 
spectrogram to determine: 

(1) The nose frequency, in, 
(2) the upper cutoff frequency, im, 
(3) the travel time to the nose from the whistler 

source, tn, 
(4) the travel time to the upper cutoff frequency from 

the whistler source, tm. 

The measured travel time at the upper cutoff fre
quency can be normalized to the travel time at the nose 
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frequency (cm/c,.). The ratio can now be compared to 
the computed zero-te mperature, di sper s ion c urves 
of J. Angerami [private communication]. 

Ange rami computed di spersion c urves for an elec tron 
density model given by 

N= electron de nsity = C,{rolr)3 . 

In contrast, (10) is e valuated for a gyrofrequency elec
I tron de nsity model; i. e., 

where ro is the radius of the earth, r is the radial dis
tance from the center of the earth, and () is the mag
neti c latitude . Computations of normalized dispersion 
using these two models for electron density yield 
results differing by less than 1 percent (m < 0.7), 
a negligible error. More generally, the normalized 
dispersion is not critic ally dependent on the assump
tion that the magnetosphere elec tron de nsity varies 
as {ro/r )3. If the magn etosphe re electron de ns ity 
were, in fac t, to vary as {ro/r)2 or {ro/r )4, the n, for the 
whistlers accumulate d in thi s s tudy (these whi stler s 
s hall be discussed shortly), th e normalized di spers io n 
would c hange by less than 2 perce nt from the (ro/ r)3 
value. 

The compa ri son of the experime ntal and th eore ti c al 
quantities results in a value for the increase in di sper
sion introduced by the magne tos pheri c elec tron te m
perature; ,i.e., th e co mpa ri so n yields th e quantity DdDo, 
on the left-hand side of (10). The minimum value of 
D,lDo is specified b y th e scaling accuracy, a nd is 
substituted into (1O) when the experime ntal a nd th e
ore ti cal travel times are in agree ment to the limit of 
the experime ntal accuracy. 

The scaled nose freque ncy and the travel time to the 
. nose frequency are used in co njun ction with the zero

temperature di spersion c urves of Angerami to de te r
mine the minimum gyrofrequency along the path and 
the constant of proportionality , C, rela ting the elec tro n 
density and the elec tron gyrofrequency. The change 
in nose frequency introdu ced by a finite e lec tron te m
perature is negligible for some typical nose whis tle r 
parame ters [Guthart, 1964]. 

Equation (10) can now be solved for temperature. 
If a deviation in di spersion is observed, the inferred 
temperature is the electron te mperature of the mag
netosphere. If no additional dispersion is observed, 
then we take the minimum observable dispersion from 
which we derive an upper bound on the magnetosphere 
electron temperature, since a higher temperature 
would have generated an observable dispersion. 

The accuracy of our estimate of magnetosphere 
temperature is critically dependent on the accuracy of 
our measurement of dispersion of the upper cutoff 
frequency. In reality, the measured quantity is the 
normalized dispersion, D",/D", i. e. , the dispersion at 
the upper cutoff frequency normalized to the dispersion 
at the nose freque ncy. Thus, DmID" is given by 

Dill = tm (1;,.,)1/2. 
D" t" VII 

The greatest uncertainty in scaling dispersion is in 
the d e termination of the time of occurrence of the 
atmospheric from which the whistler originated, i.e., 
in de termining tn. However, in the measurement of 
norm ali zed di spersion, the desired quantity is t",/t n, 
where 

tm t n+ 6, tm 
tn tn 

When mm = 0.65, 6, tm is only 15 percent of t n; 
consequently a 5-percent error in determining the 
travel time to the nose frequency, tIl , generates an error 
of less than 1 percent in the scaling of (tm/t n). A 5-
percent determination of tn is readil y achieved. 

The most common me thod of atmospheric (sferic) 
de termination is based on the si milari t y of the traces 
of whis tle rs during a given 2-min period (at a given 
receiving site, the VLF record er is us ually turned on 
for 2 min of every hour), or so metimes over a period of 
many hours . Spectrograms of different whis tlers are 
lined up so that the corres pondin g whis tler traces are 
superimposed. The causative atmospheri cs corre
spond on the superimposed spec trograms . An alter
native method is to scale the norm ali zed di s persion of 
th e freque ncies below the nose freque ncy and use the 
di sper sion c urves of Angerami to infer the sferi c 
location. The application of thi s tec hnique to several 
whi s tler s within a whis tler group permits pos itive 
identification of the causative sferi c. In thi s s tudy, 
both the overlay and scaling techniques were appli ed 
so that the travel time to the nose could be de termined 
to be tter than 3 percent. Carpente r [1960] describes 
several e mpirical methods of id entifyi ng whistler 
sources. 

The whis tler nose freque ncy can be scaled to within 
3 per cent and the upper c utoff frequ ency can be scaled 
to be tter than 1 percent. As a consequence of these 
scaling accuracies , it is estimated that the normalized 
dispe rsion, Dm/Dn, can be scaled to within 2 perce nt. 
The minimum observable value for D,lDo, the quantity 
that specified the firs t-order change in dispersion 
introduced by finite electron temperature , is thus 
taken to be 0.02. 

Some 23 nose whistlers have been scaled and in 
no case has the measured dispersion de viated from 
that predicted by the cold plasma (electron tempera
ture = 0) analysis; i.e., no temperature effects were 
observed. The whistlers used in this study are listed 
in table 1, including their respective properti es . 
These whistlers have the followin g spectrum of 
parameters: 

(I) 0.57 ~ mm ~ 0.75; 
(2) 2.65 kc/s ~ JH1 ~ 13.3 kc/s; 6.9 ;:;;': r / ro ;:;;': 4 ; 
(3) 5.9{103) ~ C ~ 35.8{103); 

where mm = /rnl JHI is the upper c utoff frequency nor
malized to the minimum gyrofrequency along the 
path, rlro is the normalized di s tance from the earth 's 
center, and C is the co ns tant of proportionality relat
ing the electron de ns ity and ambient magnetic field 
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strength in the gyrofrequency model for electron 
density. The scaled whistlers include samples from 
the local summer and winter as well as over the 24-hr 
period. The data repeatability is such that within a 
2-min recording period, numerous whistlers generate 
similar temperature estimates, e.g., numbers 1 to 3, 
table 1. Indeed, over a period of hours much of the 
nose whistler data will be repeated, e.g., numbers 1 
and 6, table 1. Further, it should be noted that the 
data constituting this sample have been selected to 
demonstrate the existence of enhanced dispersion 
introduced by finite electron temperatures. Whis-

tlers having an upper cutoff frequency below the nose 
frequency have not been included because, for a given 
magnetosphere temperature, these whistlers would ' 
give rise to less enhancement of the dispersion. 

The minimum observed upper bound on magneto
sphere electron temperature is 2(104) OK (number 16, 
table 1). (For the whistlers of table 1, 

TABLE 1. Experimental nose whistler data 

Date Time(UT) hr:min/ Sta.u /'11 f, ,, C 7' (t ill/ In) exp 
sec into run mm=-

Jill (tm/llth 

kc/s 
1 2 july 1963 15:50/ 10 EI 10.5 
2 2 july 1963 15:50/10 EI 8.6 
3 2 july 1963 15:50/10 EI 10.6 
4 2 july 1963 15:50/10 El 8.6 
5 2 july 1963 15:50/102 EI 10.15 
6 2 july 1963 14:50/54 EI 11.5 
7 18 july 1963 15:50/50 BY 5.9 
8 18 july 1963 15:50/50 BY 2.94 
9 18 july 1963 14:50/30 BY 2.65 

10 18 july 1963 14:50/30 BY 5.25 
11 3 july 1963 11:50/4] El 8.05 
12 3 jul y 1963 11 :50/61 El 8.85 
13 3 july 1963 12:50/ ]]6 EI 7.6 
14 14 june 1962 14:50/83 ST 11.8 
15 12 Feb. 1963 17:35/29 EI 1l.8 
16 6june 1963 14:50/48 EI 9.85 
17 6 june 1963 14:50/48 EI 6.72 
18 6 june 1963 04:50/74 EI 6.75 
19 6 june 1963 06:50/90 EI 5.1 
20 6 june 1963 15:50/49 EI 13.3 
21 6 june 1963 16:50/86 EI 11.6 
22 17 july 1962 15:50/60 BY 1.6 
23 II july 1961 08:50/3 7 BY 7.5 

II Stalion5>EI. Eight s, Ant a rc ti c a ; BY, Byrd, Antarc ti ca : ST , S tanford, Ca lif. 
/, T is an uppe r bound on te mperature. 

9 
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FIGURE 4. Error histogram for travel time to the upper cutoff fre
quency of nose whistlers . 

elm - 3 c/s - I OK 
0.64 14.6(10' ) 6.8(10') 0.995 

.58 12.1(10') 1.3(Hl') 1.003 

.66 14.6(10') 5.8(10') 1.008 

.65 12.7(10') 5.8(10' ) 0.991 

.60 12.7(10') 1.2(105) 1.018 

.64 14 8(10') 6.9(10') 1.01 3 

.59 5.9(10') I.7(Hl') 0.994 

.60 6.9(10') 6.4(10') 1.016 

.57 9.2(10') 5.6(10') 1.003 

.57 7.1(10') 1.4(105) 1.009 

.65 12.5(10') 5.7(10') 0.987 

.58 11.2(10' ) 1.4(105) 1.000 

.59 10.5(10') 1.3(105) 1.014 

.67 19.2(lO') 4.6(10') 1.000 

.57 14 (10') 1.6(1()5) 0.998 

.75 13.8(10') 1.8(10') .974 

.59 16 (10') 6.8(10') 1.003 

.57 9.1(10') 7.5(10') 1.011 

.59 11.3(10') 8.2(10') 0.984 

.67 9.5(10') 1.0(l()5) .983 

.59 13.5(10') 1.4(l()5) .984 

.59 12.9(10') 4.5(10') .987 

.63 7.5(10') 1.0(](}5) .985 

As a consequence, (2) is approximately valid.) Figure 
4 is a histogram depicting the observed error in the 
normalized travel time to the upper cutoff frequency. 
The number of nose whistlers exceeding the zero
temperature prediction was 10; the number whose 
time was less than that predicted by the zero tem
perature theory was 11. Only in one case was the \ 
difference in observed and predicted times greater I 

than 2 percent. As a consequence, a statistical anal
ysis of a larger sample should improve the temperature 
estimate considerably. 

Some of the spectrograms studied in this analysis 
are shown in figure S. The number identifying each 
whistler corresponds to the similarly numbered whis
tler of table 1. In analyzing the whistlers selected for 
temperature evaluation, care had to be exercised to 
exclude from the analysis VLF emissions triggered at 
the end of a whistler. (As an example, see number IS 
of fig. Sc.) The emission at the end of a whistler was 
nearly always characterized on the spectrogram by a 
change in slope (for example, see fig. Se). However, 
in some cases, there was sufficient doubt as to the 
point of origin of the VLF emissions that the whistler 
trace had to be discarded (for example, see the upper 
branch of Trace B of fig. 1). 
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FIGURE Sa. Spectrograms 0/ Ilose whist lers used ill this analysis. 
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FIGURE 5b. Spect rograms o( no~e whistlers used in this anrtlvsis. 
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FIGU RE 5c. Spectrograms 0/ Ilose whistlers used in this analysis. 
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FIGURE 5d. Spectrogral1l.S 0/ nose whistlers used ill this analysis . 
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FIGURE 5e. Spectrograms of nose whistlers used in this analysis. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

The increased dispersion introduced by finite elec
tron temperatures has been calculated. The results 
have been compared to experimentally observed whis
tlers, and the observed whistlers are seen to exhibit 
no temperature effects. As a consequence, an upper 
bound on the magnetosphere electron temperature 
has been set at 2(104) oK, an order of magnitude below 
the previous bound set by Chapman. With the ac
cumulation of more data samples and the application 
of statistical analysis, it should be possible to lower 
the above upper bound on temperature. 
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and stimulating counsel of R. A_ Helliwell of Stanford 
University during the course of the work. The author 
wishes to thank D. L. Carpenter of Stanford University 
for his assistance in data accumulation and evaluation 
and T. F. Bell and R. L. Smith of Stanford University 
for their general interes t and assistance in some mathe
matical derivations. The author acknowledges with 
thanks the helpful corrections by H. B. Liemohn of 
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